Abstract-This paper presents an index structure for retrieving electronic messages that contain mistyped words or spelling errors. Given a query string (e.g., a search key), we want to find those messages that approximately contain the query, i.e., certain inserts, deletes and mismatches are allowed when matching the query with a word (or phrase) in the messages. Our approach is to store the messages sequentially in a database and hash their "fingerprints" into a number of "fingerprint files." When the query is given, its fingerprints are also hashed into the files and a histogram of votes is constructed on the messages. We derive a lower bound, based on which one can prune a large number of nonqualifying messages (i.e., those whose votes are below the lower bound) during searching. The paper presents some experimental results, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the index structure and the lower bound.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N A NETWORKED environment, a large body of information is transmitted through electronic messages [5] , [20] , [29] . These messages may contain both attributes (e.g., sender, receiver, date, etc.) and text. Much research has been performed in the past for efficient attribute-oriented retrieval [30] and text access methods [10] , [11] , [15] , [17] . While these techniques are good for records and paper documents, they are insufficient when dealing with electronic messages. Very often, an electronic message contains misspelled or mistyped words (e.g., "meeting" is misspelled as "metimg"). Such a situation may arise when the sender of a message types letters carelessly, or he/she cannot memorize the exact words and does not have time (or even is reluctant) to find out them by checking a dictionary.
Spelling errors are also common in on-line airline reservation systems [8] , text edit systems [1] , [7] , [22] , [23] , [24] , program preparation [18] , [21] and bibliography databases [3] , [9] , [13] . Past work for handling the spelling errors has focused on approximate "word-level" retrieval. That is, a set of keywords is first extracted from the original documents (or programs) and stored in a database. Then, the database is searched for the words that most "resemble" a given string. (The given string may be a search key, or a reserved keyword, which itself may be misspelled and may or may not occur in the database.) Word resemblance is generally measured by the edit distance (or simply the distance) between two strings, i.e., the minimum number of edit operations (insert, delete and change a character) needed to transform one string to the other [19] , [31] . 1 (For example, one needs at least two edit operations to obtain the correct spelling "meeting" from the misspelled "metimg.") From the retrieved words, the user is able to locate the original documents from which the words are extracted.
One key difference between the above systems and message retrieval systems is that in a message, there may not exist any keyword. Consider, for example, the following electronic message sent from an advisor to his/her students: "John will present his paper in this week's meeting." Here, the entire message as a whole informs the receivers what to do in the meeting. Since no word in the message appears more frequently than others, it's unlikely to extract keywords from the message based on existing techniques such as term-occurrence counting methods [27] . Published spelling correction methods (e.g., [22] , [24] , [26] , [39] ) are not suitable here either since the corrected words may not correspond to what the sender really wants to type. Thus, how to find the entire messages containing words (or phrases) that resemble a given string becomes an important topic in developing networked information retrieval systems.
This paper proposes an index structure, called fingerprint files, for retrieving electronic messages containing mistyped words or spelling errors. Fingerprints have been used in many domains (e.g., biology) for sequence alignment [4] and classification [33] , [34] . In this paper we extend the fingerprint technique to help speed up database searching. In building the index structure, we first segment each message in the database. Then we generate fingerprints from each segment and hash the fingerprints into the index structure. When a query string (e.g., a search key) is given, to find the messages containing words that resemble the query, we process the query using the same hash functions as for the messages in the database. A histogram of votes on the messages is then constructed. Based on the histogram, we can discard a large number of nonqualifying messages during searching.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the index structure and the algorithms used to construct the index. Section III presents basic properties of the index structure. Section IV presents a practically useful lower bound suitable for pruning the nonqualifying mes-1 A generalized definition allows one to associate a cost function with each edit operation. For the purpose of this work, we assume that all edit operations have unit cost.
sages. Section V discusses experimental results. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. FINGERPRINT FILES
The problem we intend to solve can be formalized as follows: Given a query string , a database of messages and an integer , find all messages in where occurs in within distance . Let the asterisk represent a variable length don't care (VLDC) [32] . In matching the regular expression with a message , the VLDC's may substitute for zero or more characters in at no cost. The distance between and , denoted , is the minimum number of edit operations used to transform to after an optimal substitution for the VLDC's [32] . 2 Thus, our problem can be stated alternatively as follows: find all messages in where . A naive approach to solving this problem would be to compare with each message in using an approximate regular expression matching algorithm (e.g., agrep [38] ). However, when the database becomes large, this approach would be very time-consuming. Our approach instead is to build an index structure (or more precisely, a number of fingerprint files) as described below, so that when a query string is given, we can quickly eliminate nonqualifying messages from consideration and examine only the promising messages that may possibly contain the query string within the allowed distance.
Let be a message in . We take every contiguous substring (or segment), denoted by Seg, of length from and generate fingerprints from Seg. Each fingerprint is a substring of Seg that always begins with the segment's first character. The lengths of the fingerprints range from 2 to . Thus, there are totally fingerprints generated from Seg. Next, for each fingerprint of length , we use a hash function to hash into a fingerprint file . In is associated with a pair of integers . This pair serves as the position marker for , where indicates that is generated from a segment of the th message in and means that the first character of occurs at the th position in that message. and . 4 Suppose the length of segments is 6. Then, for example, we obtain the following segments from BGENTV, GENTVI, ENTVIE, NTVIEL, TVIELS, VIELSE, IELSEP, ELSEPS. Now consider the segment taken from . We can generate the following fingerprints from Seg: BG, BGE, BGEN, BGENT. Table I shows all fingerprints generated from the segments of . 5 Let be a fingerprint of length 3. Suppose the hash function is , where is 's ASCII value minus 64. Fig. 1 shows for the messages in . When the query string is given, we segment in the same way as for the messages and generate fingerprints from the resulting segments. We then hash the fingerprints, using the same hash functions as for the messages. When a match between 's fingerprint and a message's fingerprint occurs, we give a vote to an appropriate position on the message. The result is a histogram of votes on the messages in the database. Fig. 2 shows the algorithm Voting used to calculate the votes. 5 Our algorithms also take into account the fingerprints generated from the last several segments (i.e., LSEPS, SEPS, EPS, PS) of lengths less than n (6 in this example) in E 1 . For the segments of lengths k < n, the fingerprints generated from them have lengths ranging from 2 to k. 
2) Example 2:
Suppose the given query string is BGENTVQEL. Fig. 3 shows the histogram obtained after matching 's fingerprints with the fingerprints of the messages in Example 1.
3) Remark:
The technique of segmenting a string and then generating fingerprints from the segments was originated from Califano and Rigoutsos [4] . The authors applied the technique to find the best alignment position between two DNA sequences. A base sequence is first segmented and its fingerprints are generated. Then a reference sequence is processed and its fingerprints are matched with those of the base sequence. The position with the highest votes on the base sequence indicates the best position at which the first letter of the reference sequence should align. The proposed fingerprint files differ from Califano's technique in two significant ways. First, Califano's technique is based on the table look-up scheme whereas the fingerprint files are based on hashing. There are four characters (A, C, T, G) in a DNA sequence. Califano and Rigoutsos construct a table, in which each entry represents a combination (with a fixed length) of the four characters. If the first character of a fingerprint (with the same length) occurs at the th position in the base sequence, then store in the corresponding entry in the table. Using look-up tables is efficient when fingerprints are short and the character alphabet is small. However, when the fingerprints are long and the character alphabet is large (such as that for messages which may contain lower case and upper case English letters as well as special characters such as @), the table look-up scheme becomes infeasible. Second, Califano's technique is designed for aligning two DNA sequences whereas our scheme is aimed to provide a lower bound to accelerate searching a database of messages.
III. BASIC PROPERTIES

A. Terminology and Background
Table II defines the terms and notation we use. We assume ; otherwise our lower bound is simply 0. We first review some definitions for approximate string matching and introduce terms needed in deriving our lower bound. Throughout the section, we let and be two strings in . 1) Definition 1: [31] A trace from to is a triple (or simply when the context is clear) where is any set of ordered pairs of integers satisfying the following conditions:
1. and ; 2. for any two distinct pairs and in , (a) and
. We call the image of . Intuitively, a trace is a graphical specification of which edit operations apply to each character in the two strings. Fig. 4 shows a trace between two strings and . The trace is . Thus, for example, is the image of , and is the image of . Let be a trace from string to string . The cost of , denoted , is the cost of deleting characters of not touched by a trace line plus the cost of inserting characters of not touched by a trace line plus the cost of changing characters in those pairs related by trace lines with differing characters. In [31] , Wagner and Fischer showed that the edit distance between the string and the string equals the cost of a minimum cost trace from to . The edit distance between a regular expression and equals the cost of a minimum cost trace from to after an optimal substitution for the VLDC's in [32] . In deriving the lower bound for pruning the messages in , our strategy is to find a lower bound for their stubs in . In doing so, we focus on a minimum cost trace from to each message stub and consider only the votes contributed by the partitions on with respect to . We will show that if (i.e., ), then vote must be greater than or equal to the lower bound. By Lemmas 1 and 2, vote must be greater than or equal to the lower bound as well.
The votes contributed by different partitions on may be added to the same position in when calculating vote . As a result, it's difficult to estimate the total votes a position in may obtain. Our strategy here is to transform to a new trace so that in the new trace, the positions obtaining the partitions' votes are all distinct. Let and where , are partitions on with respect to and are their corresponding partitions on . The following details our transformation procedures.
5) Definition 8:
Let and be two strings. Let be a minimum cost trace from to such that and , where , are partitions on with respect to , and are their corresponding partitions on . is called a pure delete dual of if the following conditions hold:
• All the characters in are also in , all the characters (except ) in are also in and .
• For any two characters touched by a trace line in , they must also be touched by a trace line in . Fig. 6(a) shows a minimum cost trace from a query string to a message stub . Fig. 6(b) shows a pure delete dual of from to . This pure delete dual is obtained by applying the transformation procedure described in Lemma 3; the characters crossed by a slanted line in represent the removed characters during the transformation.
8) Definition 9:
Let and be two strings. Let be a minimum cost trace from to such that and , where , are partitions on with respect 6 If s = 1 and there is no character left in the partition P s T (i.e., jP s T j = 0)
during the transformation, we find an arbitrary remaining partition on Q and replace the characters in it by 3. 
9) Example 5:
Consider again the minimum cost trace in Fig. 6(a) . Fig. 7 shows an evenly distributed delete dual of . . By Lemmas 1 and 2, it is also a lower bound for vote . In the next section, we shall show how to calculate vote and obtain a practically useful lower bound for pruning nonqualifying messages during searching.
IV. CALCULATION OF THE LOWER BOUND
Throughout this section, we let be the query string and let be a message in where and . Let be a minimum cost trace from to . Let be an evenly distributed delete dual of from a string to a string (again see Table II and the previous section for an explanation of the notation). We introduce a sequence of lemmas, needed in proving the main theorem for calculating our lower bound. Fig. 6(a) .
Proof of Theorem 2:
Let be an evenly distributed delete dual of from a string to a string such that for each partition on , or .
4) Claim:
is a minimum vote dual of . This completes the proof. 6) Example 6: Consider again the trace in Fig. 6(a) . Fig. 8 shows a minimum vote dual of . Table III shows the vote contributed by each partition on and the position in to which the vote is added. In this example, ; .
5) Proof of
;
. Suppose the segment length is 6. From Theorem 2(ii), we know vote vote . Referring to Fig. 8 and Table III , we can see that this lower bound value 10 is obtained from vote (which is added to the position 1 in ).
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We carried out a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed index structure and the lower bound. The programs were written in C and run on a Sun SPARC workstation under the SUN operating system version 4.1.2. The database contained 10 000 randomly generated messages, with lengths ranging from 100 to 3000. The length of segments was fixed at 6. The hash functions used were the minimal perfect hash functions described in [12] . In the first experiment, we compared the running times of two searching methods. Method I used agrep [38] to compare a given query string with each message in the database. Method II, on the other hand, first used the index structure to prune unlikely messages and then applied agrep to the remaining ones to locate the qualifying messages. (A message was pruned if its vote was less than the lower bound, Theorem 2). Fig. 9 shows the results for varying query string lengths and distances allowed. Each point of the graphs represents the average value over thirty query strings. From the figure, we see that the index structure accelerates searching considerably. The longer a query string or the smaller the distance allowed, the more effective the index is. This happens because longer queries with smaller distances allowed yield a tighter lower bound (cf. Theorem 2). As a result, many nonqualifying messages can be pruned.
Theorem 2 (Main Theorem):
In the second experiment, we further evaluated the quality of our lower bound. The metric used is the false drop probability [11] , denoted , where is the number of false drops. (A false drop is a message whose vote is greater than the lower bound, though the message doesn't contain the query string within the allowed distance.)
is the total number of qualifying messages. Fig. 10 shows the result. Each point of the graphs represents the average value over thirty query strings. It can be seen that the is small in general. The longer a query string, the smaller the (i.e., the tighter the lower bound). For the same length of queries, the drops as the distance allowed decreases. This agrees with the results of the running times shown in Fig. 9 .
It was also observed that the heavily depends on the tested data. When many messages share common substrings with a query, 8 the rises up. The reason is that a common substring in a message and the query may yield votes higher than the lower bound. As a result we are unable to prune the message, though the message as a whole doesn't qualify to be a solution. We also examined the effect of the database size and segment length. It was found that the is insensitive to both of the two parameter values.
To learn more about the performance of our index structure in real applications, we have tested it on 2000 e-mail messages obtained from the "mbox" file of a faculty mem- Fig. 9 . Comparison of running times (jDj = 10 000; jEj 2 [100; 3000]; n = 6; jQj 2 [8; 22] ). Fig. 10 . Effect of the query length jQj and the allowed distance d on the false drop probability F d (jDj = 10 000, jEj 2 [100; 3000], n = 6, jQj 2 [8; 22] ).
ber. The lengths of the messages ranged from 110 to 5613. Their contents included greetings, conversations, meetings, seminars, call-for-papers and call-for-participation for various conferences. We stripped off blank lines and spaces in the text part of a message so that every two words are separated by a single space only. Also, we changed all upper case letters to lower case letters and removed some special characters such as the period, comma, "&", ":", etc. The query strings used in searches included both words (e.g., "presentation," "classification," etc.) and phrases (e.g., "molecular biology," "artificial intelligence," etc.).
The results obtained from these messages are consistent with those of generated data. With the real e-mail messages, we have also evaluated recall and precision [6] , [27] . Let NR denote the number of retrieved relevant messages (i.e., those approximately containing the query string) and let NT denote the total number of relevant messages. Recall is defined as NR/NT. Table IV shows recall for varying distance values. Each recall value represents the average over thirty query strings. We see that as the distance allowed becomes large, recall increases. This happens because with larger distances, more relevant messages can be retrieved. 9 In evaluating precision, we use two measures: PRR and EP [2] , [25] . PRR is the probability that a retrieved message is relevant. EP is the expected precision (i.e., the expected value of the ratio of NR to NR plus the possible number of nonrelevant messages incurred as a result of retrieving NR relevant messages). They are two useful measures for presenting experimental results in a descriptive sense [2] , [25] . Fig. 11 graphs PRR and EP as a function of recall. Each point of the graphs represents the average value over thirty query strings. The figure shows , consistent with the study reported in [2] . Note that both PRR and EP drop as recall increases (i.e., as the distance allowed increases). This is understandable given our previous analysis concerning the false drop probabilities.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an index structure, called fingerprint files, for retrieving electronic messages that contain mistyped words or spelling errors. Given a query string , a database of messages and an integer , the index is used to quickly locate the messages in that approximately contain the query within the allowed distance . To construct the index, we segment each message, generate fingerprints from those segments and hash the fingerprints into the index structure. When the query is given, we process it using the same hash 9 One issue here is exactly how large the distance should be in practice. Statistically, if at most k edits are needed in general to correct a misspelled word or phrase in a message, then the distance d used in searching should be k [3] , [9] . In our experiments, we found that letting d be 3 is suitable-when d = 3, recall reaches 1 (cf. Table IV) .
functions. A histogram of votes on the messages is then constructed. We derive a lower bound, based on which one can prune nonqualifying messages. Our experimental results involving the real and generated data demonstrated the good performance of both the index and the lower bound.
The work reported here is part of a project for pattern matching and retrieval in scientific, program and document databases [28] , [32] , [36] . The implementation of the proposed index structure and other tools developed from the project [37] are being incorporated into several systems that we [14] , [35] and others are building and are available from the authors.
